Homogenisation techniques (Fig. 1) , which permit to establish constitutive relations in terms of averaged stresses and strains from the geometry and constitutive relations of the individual components, can represent a step forward in masonry modelling, mostly because of the possibility to use standard material models and software codes for isotropic materials. Despite the complexity of masonry, much information can be gained from the study of regular masonry structures, in which a periodic repetition of the microstructure occurs due to a constant arrangement of the units (or constant bond). Here, attention is given to a micromechanical homogenisation model that incorporates suitably chosen deformation mechanisms. Traditionally, experiments on shear walls have been adopted by the masonry community as the most common in-plane large test for validating advanced simulations and understanding masonry failure. It will be
Introduction
Masonry is a heterogeneous material that consists of units and joints. The huge number of possible combinations generated by the geometry, nature and arrangement of units as well as the characteristics of mortars raises doubts about the accuracy of the term "masonry". Still, it is certain that the arrangement of the masonry units (masonry bond or texture) and the components have much influence on the properties of the composite. A first good example is given in Lourenco and Ramos (2004) , where the shear strength of dry masonry joints is tested. It is shown that the surface treatment of the masonry units, while keeping the same material, affects not only the strength of the joint but also its dilatancy under cyclic loading. A second good example is given in Vasconcelos (2005) where stone masonry shear walls are tested under cyclic loading, keeping the component materials while changing the masonry bond. It is demonstrated that significant changes occur in the response in terms of strength and stiffness degradation, energy dissipation and force-displacement diagrams.
Thus, masonry is a material exhibiting distinct directional properties due to the mortar joints, which act as planes of weakness. Depending on the level of accuracy and simplicity desired, it is possible to use different modelling strategies.
The possibilities of structural analysis of masonry structures have been addressed e.g. in Lourenco and Ramos (2004) , where it is advocated that most techniques of analysis are adequate, possibly for different applications, if combined with proper engineering reasoning, while recent advances in terms of sophisticated analysis homogenisation tools are discussed in Lourenco et al. (2007) . Recent works in the non-linear field include, for example, the polynomial stress field expansion approach of Milani et al. (2006) and the mesoscopic approached of Massart et al. (2004) , Calderini and Lagomarsino (2006) , and Shieh-Beygia and Pietruszczak
(2008).
Homogenisation techniques (Fig. 1) , which permit to establish constitutive relations in terms of averaged stresses and strains from the geometry and constitutive relations of the individual components, can represent a step forward in masonry modelling, mostly because of the possibility to use standard material models and software codes for isotropic materials. Despite the complexity of masonry, much information can be gained from the study of regular masonry structures, in which a periodic repetition of the microstructure occurs due to a constant arrangement of the units (or constant bond). Here, attention is given to a micromechanical homogenisation model that incorporates suitably chosen deformation mechanisms. Traditionally, experiments on shear walls have been adopted by the masonry community as the most common in-plane large test for validating advanced simulations and understanding masonry failure. It will be
shown that the proposed model is capable of reproducing well such experimental results available in the literature. Zucchini and Lourenço (2002) have shown that the elastic mechanical properties of an orthotropic material equivalent to a basic masonry cell can be derived from a suitable micromechanical model with appropriate deformation mechanisms, which take into account the staggered alignment of the units in a masonry wall. The unknown internal stresses and strains can be found from equilibrium equations at the interfaces between the basic cell components, from a few ingenuous assumptions on the kinematics of the basic cell deformation and by forcing the macro-deformations of the model and of the homogeneous material to 5 contain the same strain energy. This homogenisation model has already been extended with good results to non-linear problems in the case of a masonry cell failure under tensile loading parallel to the bed joint (Zucchini and Lourenço, 2004) or under compressive loading perpendicular to the bed joint According to the basic shear mechanism described in Zucchini and Lourenço (2002) , the vertical elastic stress in the bed joints of two neighbouring quarter cells, under plain shear, is of opposite sign, due to the intrinsic antisymmetry of shear loads. Application of the homogenisation model to real mixed loading conditions of generic masonry cells needs therefore to take into account such antisymmetry, which can lead to differentiated failure or material degradation of symmetric bed joints. The simulation of non linear shear deformation requires the extension of the micromechanical model to a full periodic cell and the introduction of new antisymmetric deformation mechanisms of masonry with two distinct antisymmetric bed joints. In the improved model, as it will be described in the following sections, the main consequence in the mechanics of the deformation is the behaviour of the head joint : its shear deformation under normal loads and horizontal deformation under shear loads, absent in the previous quarter cell 6 model, have now to be taken into account. The geometry of the full masonry cell and its components are shown in Fig. 2 , where it can be seen that the complex internal structure is represented by only five different components, namely units (component b), two antisymmetric bed joints (components 1A and 1B), head joints (component 2) and cross joints (component 3).
Formulation of the model

General
Quarter cell formulation
When the basic cell is loaded only with normal stresses, the micromechanical model of Zucchini and Lourenço (2002) assumes that all shear stresses and strains inside the basic cell can be neglected, with the exception of the in-plane shear stress and strain (σ xy and ε xy ) in the bed joint and in the unit. The non-zero stresses and strains in the bed joint, head joint and unit are assumed to be constant, with the exception of the normal stress σ xx in the unit, which is a linear function of x and accounts for the effect of the shear σ xy in the bed joint, and with the exception of the shear stress σ xy in the unit, which is linear in y.
The coupling of this model with a material damage model in tension (Zucchini and Lourenço, 2004 ) and a Drucker-Prager plasticity model in compression leads, for each homogenized strain increment 0 İ ∆ , to an iterative algorithm, shown in Fig. 3 , in which at each iteration a system of equilibrium equations is solved to obtain the unknown internal stresses( The governing linear system of 20 equilibrium equations in the unknown internal stresses and total strains of a masonry cell, to be solved at each iteration for a quarter cell geometry under normal strains in x and y and null normal stress in z, is : The adopted damage model in tension (Zucchini and Lourenço, 2004 ) is a simple scalar isotropic model, with a Rankine type damage surface, where the 9 damage can only increase monotonically with an exponential evolution law. A non-associated Drucker-Prager model has been adopted for the simulation of the plastic deformation of the cell components. The unknown plastic strains p İ of the Drucker-Prager model are assumed to be constant in each cell component and are derived from the total strains İ with a return mapping algorithm, i.e. by integration over the loading path of a system of incremental elasto-plastic equations. With the plastic model it has been possible to take into account the degradation of the mechanical properties of the quarter cell components due not only to damage in tension, but also to plastic flow and hardening-softening of current material strengths with increasing deformations. 
Full cell under normal loads:
Here the damage of the cross joint has been assumed to be: 
Full cell under in-plane shear:
The deformation mechanism of an elastic quarter cell under plain shear load, described in Zucchini and Lourenço (2002) , is extended in this paper to a full masonry cell ( In the inelastic domain the usual stress-strain relations hold :
The deformation mechanism is characterized by the following assumptions :
The procedure described in Zucchini and Lourenço (2002) (33)- (42), (46)- (51) The coupling of the two loading models is carried out assuming that the plastic deformation of each internal cell component is decomposed in two parts : 
This method has proven numerically to be quite effective. On the contrary spurious oscillations arise in the iterative solution of the elasto-plastic problem if the same total plastic strain is used in both loading conditions without decomposition in "normal" and "shear" contributions. These oscillations lead to slow convergence, if any. The decomposition of the plastic strain is carried out by means of an arbitrary but simple and intuitive assumption : the two components of plastic strain in Eq. (55) 
Plastic model
The study of the inelastic behaviour of the basic cell up to and after failure requires the introduction of a non-linear constitutive model for the simulation of 
Now, combining Eq.(58b) and Eq.(60) results in
and the equivalent plastic strain increment can be derived from Eqs. (61), (62) 
The stress state in each loading step, when plasticity is active, must lie on the Coulomb yield surface, Eq.(58c). otherwise the Newton-Raphson method is used for its solution. In this paper the friction angle is assumed to be independent from the plastic deformation, while an exponential law in eq p, ε is adopted for the material cohesion c :
where the coefficient n t is set to : 
Damage model : tension and compression
In Zucchini and Lourenco (2004) 
c) Equivalent effective stress
The equivalent effective stress is defined as :
in normal tension, with n ı the normal stress, and σ , while d=0 is assumed for the others components .
d) Damage evolution law
The damage law for concrete-like materials adopted in Zucchini and Lourenço (2004) is :
where A is a parameter chosen to reproduce the observed experimental behaviour.
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This basic model has limitations in case of large plastic deformations. As clearly stated in Ju (1989) , a stress based damage criterion, in presence of significant plastic flows, is inherently inadequate for predicting realistic plastic damage growth. For example, in perfect plasticity coupled with damage, a stress based criterion will not predict significant damage accumulation even under large plastic deformations. To avoid this problem the following modified damage evolution law has been adopted :
where ε is a suitable equivalent strain measure. In this way the damage increases monotonically with the deformation of the material, even if the stress is constant.
Furthermore, because it is expected that the damage depends more on the tensile (compressive) deformations in normal tension (compression) than on the compressive (tensile) strains, the following definition of the equivalent strain for tensile damage (Mazars and Pijaudier-Cabot, 1989; Peerlings et al.,1998) independently and only the maximum is applied to the effective stress :
e) Correlation with fracture parameters
In Zucchini and Lourenço (2004) it is shown that the damage model parameter A can be related to the specific mode I fracture energies in tension and compression, When the elasto-plastic-damage iterative loop (Fig. 3) reach convergence on the internal variables (stresses and strains), the unknown homogenised stresses of the masonry cell can finally be easily calculated as : 
Validation
The mechanical model proposed in this paper is validated by a comparison with numerical and experimental results available in the literature. Tests on shear masonry walls have been carried out by Raijmakers and Vermeltfoort (1992) and by Vermeltfoort and Raijmakers (1993) The f.e. mesh used in this work for the analyses with the homogenisation model is an 8x8 mesh (bold dashed lines in Fig. 6a ) of plane stress linear (4-noded) elements with full integration. The homogenisation model is completely defined by the material parameters summarized in Table 1 and taken from Lourenço and Rots (1997) with the exception of The final experimental crack pattern for wall J4D is shown in Fig. 6c . The behaviour of the other walls is similar. In wall J4D (lower precompression vertical load) horizontal tensile cracks develop at the bottom and top of the wall at an early loading stage but, finally, a diagonal stepped crack leads to collapse, simultaneously with cracks in the bricks and crushing of the compressed toes.
This behaviour of the wall is well captured by the numerical analysis with the detailed composite interface model (Lourenço and Rots, 1997) : after the horizontal tensile cracks, a stepped diagonal crack starts in the middle of the wall and is accompanied by initiation of cracks in the bricks. Under increasing deformation, the crack progresses in the direction of the supports and, finally, a collapse mechanism is formed with crushing of the compressed toes and a complete diagonal crack through joints and bricks (Fig. 7a) .
The results of the f.e. simulation of wall J4D with the present homogenisation model are given in Fig. 7b and Fig In the experiments both horizontal and vertical reactions were measured and numerical results of the reaction loads, with the interface model, are available in 27 Lourenço (1996) . An overall comparison between numerical and experimental load-displacement curves is shown in Fig. 9 , which gives the horizontal reactions in tests J4D, J6D, J7D and the vertical reaction in test J4D respectively. The homogenisation model collapse loads are in reasonable agreement with both experimental and interface model results. In test J7D both numerical models overestimate the collapse load, with the homogenisation model closer to the interface model result.
Conclusions
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